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LIES, TRUTH, and
PROPAGANDA

The ANLINSKY
TACTICS

TERROR BEHIND
the C.I.A.

There was a time, not too long ago
(relatively speaking), that governments
and the groups of elites that controlled
them did not find it necessary to
conscript themselves into wars of
disinformation.

The mainstream media, once tasked with
the job of investigating government
corruption and keeping elitists in line,
has now become nothing more than a
public relations firm for corrupt officials
and their Globalist handlers. The days of
the legitimate “investigative reporter”
are long gone (if they ever existed at
all), and journalism itself has
deteriorated into a rancid pool of so
called “TV Editorialist’s” who treat their
own baseless opinions as supported fact.

“Americans can no longer claim
ignorance of the horrors committed by
the CIA. They can not allow this guise
of “The War on Terror” to continue,
especially since it roots began as a
terrorist organization to spread fear.”

by Brandon Smith

Propaganda was relatively
straightforward. The lies were much
simpler. The control of information flow
was easily directed. Rules were enforced
with the threat of property confiscation
and execution for anyone who strayed
from the rigid socio-political structure.
Those who had theological,
metaphysical or scientific information
outside of the conventional and scripted
collective world view were tortured and
slaughtered. The elites kept the
information to themselves, and removed
its remnants from mainstream
recognition, sometimes for centuries
before it was rediscovered. ...
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The elitist co-opting of news has been
going on in one form or another since
the invention of the printing press.
However, the first methods of media
disinformation truly came to fruition
under the supervision of newspaper
magnate William Randolph Hearst, who
believed the truth was “subjective” and
open to his personal interpretation. ...

by Peter Meyer

Americans are largely unaware of the
enormity of the crimes committed by
their government (or rather, by
individuals within their government),
but in a representative democracy, as
such allegedly exists in the U.S.A. can
the people deny responsibility for the
actions and policies of their
government? How long can they allow
their government, whose leaders they
elect, to commit one atrocity after
another and at the same time pretend
that they themselves are innocent of any
wrongdoing? ...
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A BRIEF HISTORY: A PERFECT PLACE The VAN ALLEN
a Report by Jari Mikkola
of TELEPORTAION to DIE
by Columnist Arnold Isen

Teleportation is not what you think!
While commonly seen as an advanced
futuristic technology capable of moving
people across great distances
instantaneously, teleportation may have
been happening for millions of years
without any technology involved.
Of course, the existence of anything in
nature, including objects moving faster
than light or disappearing and
reappearing instantly elsewhere, usually
means science will eventually discover
"how," and learn to do the same thing
using machines. Yet, strange events have
been described in the real world, and the
word "teleportation" was coined to
describe them.
The word "teleportation" was not
invented for fantasy fiction. It is serious
business and "quantum teleportation" is
already a reality in science labs now,
moving particles. But if it happens in ...

“I am called here by the guardian spirit
of the mountain, on which I shall
destroy myself today. For I tire of loving
those that cannot love themselves, and I
am sick of fighting those who will not
surrender their attack.

The Apollo missions have been
controversial since the program of
sending astronauts to the moon began.
The argument that the entire Apollo
program was a hoax may be utter
nonsense!

When I looked to the blue majestic peak
of Fuji it beckoned me, this sacred place
where elegant cedars meet the sky. I can
now look toward the east and I am
lonely for all that I cannot have.

According to Bill Kaysing, author of the
1974 book, "We Never went to the
Moon," whose exact words about the
program are "Any human being
traveling through the van Allen belt
would have been rendered either
extremely ill or actually killed by the
radiation within a short time thereof."

I've said good-bye with a kiss to the girl
that urgently prayed for my redemption
and I've cursed those that sought my
destruction. Yet this is not surrender to
them, for the choice is mine, and mine
alone. I want nothing more from
mankind that only seeks power to
corrupt others, and is destined only to
destroy innocent human lives with their
greed and for their pleasure. For this I
will no longer be a victim to their evil
plotting.” ...

The Van Allen Belts are two distinct
regions (and a third was recently
discovered) several thousand kilometers
above the Earth's atmosphere where the
Earth's magnetic field holds trapped
particles of our sun's solar wind.
Without protection, any of earth's
lifeforms would indeed receive lethal
doses of radiation should they ...
THE JOURNAL
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CONSPIRACIES

ALIEN LIFE
Extraterrestial Disclosure: Are We
Ready? Are YOU Ready?

Are Anonymous: Freedom Fighters or
Criminals?

The US space agency has spoken out for the first time
about life on other planets and they are certain it DOES
exist! Having made this astonishing claim during a
conference in Washington, NASA now hopes to scour
the universe in hope of finding these alien life-forms.

To understand Anonymous you only need three words:
Activists, Hackers and Guy Fawkes.

NASA Administrator Major Charles Bolden told British
schoolchildren that he was confident that scientists
would find life outside of Earth because there were so
many planets that are similar to our own.
Asked by 10-year-old Carmen Dearing if he believed in
aliens, he said: "I do believe that we will someday find
other forms of life or a form of life, if not in our solar
system then in some of the other solar systems - the
billions of solar systems in the universe.
“Today we know that there are literally thousands, if not
millions of other planets, many of which may be very
similar to our own earth. So some of us, many of us
believe that we're going to find...evidence that there is
life elsewhere in the universe."
Major Bolden also admitted that Area 51 existed but
said the US government was not hiding alien life there.
“There is an Area 51,” he said. “It’s not what many
people think. I’ve been to a place called that but it’s a
normal research and development place. I never saw any
aliens or alien spacecraft or anything when I was there.
“I think because of the secrecy of the aeronautics
research that goes on there it’s ripe for people to talk
about aliens being there.”

Anonymous is a global network of activists and hackers
with members in countries all over the world. Its
members are known as “Anons” and all hide their
identity by wearing Guy Fawkes masks, similar to those
worn in the film “V for Vendetta.”
What do they do?
Anonymous first started out on the image website
4chan. Visitors to the site show up as “Anonymous”
hence the name.
4chan users raided and hacked websites including
several attacks on social networking site Habbo Hotel.
These led to the first media reports on the group.
A common Anonymous tactic is a “denial of service”
attack. This crashes a website by sending LOTS of
internet traffic its way. Death by spam, basically.
Soon the group started pranks and “operations” in the
real world. Anonymous first wore Guy Fawkes masks to
protect their identity whilst protesting against the
Church of Scientology.
The church had tried to remove a video about
Scientology by serving a legal copyright notice.
Anonymous saw this as trying to censor the internet.
The motto commonly associated with Anonymous is:
“We are Anonymous. We are Legion. We do not forgive.
We do not forget. Expect us.” ...

The existence of Area 51, has been a badly kept secret
for decades and it has fueled the imaginations of
conspiracy theorists and UFO hunters around the world.
Continued on Page 70
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Continued on Page 55

TIME & SPACE

IN THE NEWS

Imagine Describing Our Universe to an
Alien from an Alternate Dimension. Where
Would You Begin?

Apocalypse Programming: Knowing the
End of Days

You might reasonably begin by explaining that we live
in three dimensions of space and one dimension of time.
Space and time are so fundamental to our understanding
of the universe that they are woven into nearly every
equation in physics. They are the words in which we
speak the language of nature—so tried, tested, and true
that we don’t even know how to talk about the cosmos
without engaging space and time in the conversation.

Fearless freedom is our natural state.

But what if it turns out that space and time are not the
fundamental infrastructure of our cosmos—what if they
are themselves products of some deeper physics?
This idea is called emergence. We see it in nature, as
when fish school or birds flock. If you were only to
study an individual fish or bird, you would never predict
how they would come together as a group. Yet each one
“knows” simple rules that, when combined, create a
wide range of agile and elegant behaviors. Could it be
that physicists have been studying flocks all along, not
realizing that it’s the birds that are truly fundamental?
“There aren’t many things in quantum gravity that
everyone agrees on,” says Eleanor Knox, a philosopher
at King’s College London who specializes in the
philosophy of physics. “Yet the one thing many people
seemed to agree on in quantum gravity was that we were
going to have to cope with space and time not being
fundamental.”
It sounds radical, but physics has a long and proud
history of spearheading exactly this kind of coup.
“Historically, whenever we thought something was
fundamental, it turns out that it is not,” says Nathan
Seiberg, a theoretical physicist at the Institute for ...
Continued on Page 74

Don’t Fall for Any of It
The many end of the world scenarios we’ve had pumped
into us from birth, from ducking under our primary
school desks in atom bomb drills to apocalyptic religion,
books and movies, all have a targeted effect. It’s not just
about sensationalism and sales with all the media’s
putting into this. They’re playing with very deep human
dynamics.
Do they really know something we don’t? Or is this just
more fear programming to gain a tighter grip on
humanity.
Or is it both? Or is there perhaps something much, much
deeper underlying these psychotic charades?
The most profound truth beyond all of this illusion is
that there essentially is no end, not in the deeper sense
where it really matters. Cycles and spirals of change are
absolutely “normal” and to be expected and accepted in
this 3D reality, while even the underlying more real
worlds are also in constant flux, yet they are endless.
Fear of an ending is a lie of the matrix, much like death.
Don’t fall for any of it. Fearless freedom is our natural
state.
Inside Manipulators and the Fear Machine
We can pretty much assume insider media moguls and
movie producers have a lot of information at their
fingertips we’re apparently not privy to. How they get
this info is almost fun to visualize, almost like an old
Spy vs Spy cartoon. Only these control creeps are
ugly and dark. ...
Continued on Page 75
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easy to read headers (Niamey a sans
serif), and two utilitarian text faces (New
Times Roman, and Georgia. both serif
fonts) for easier online reading.

It’s great to be back!
For those of you familiar with our
Journal, you will notice we have
undergone a major redesign.
The Internet is a wonderful tool for
distribution, and by utilizing some of the
strengths of Internet Publications, we
have created a wonderful, and beautiful
reading experience for our followers that
is completely interactive. Since we have
a wide demographic age distribution, it is
also easy to read for our some of our
ageing readership (with zoom capabilities
on each page) and awesome graphics and
articles to attract a younger audience.
I hope that the new design will improve
not only our brand perception by creating
simpler, less intimidating presentation of
our content, and create a brand that is
easily recognized.
One pillar of the redesign was to utilize
fonts that were clean, readable, and
stylish while at the same easy to read
when printed. To accomplish these goals,
our director worked with Google in
addressing and developing three specific
typefaces. One designed to present bold

Historically, both relate to the typeface
Courier, with clean, round ball terminals,
open counters, and a large x-height. New
Times Roman is more of a traditional
display font, designed to be lovely as an
italic font or all capital letters as a title.
We achieved a cleaner look to the Journal
by using several beautiful typographical
typefaces from editorial content to the
detailed articles that adds a touch of
elegance to the content within these
pages that are easy to read.
If you've read the Journal of Anomalous
Sciences before, you will immediately
recognize the inspiration behind the way
that our page layouts have changed
several sections the Journal of
Anomalous Science.
We know the demands on your time are
growing ever more pressing and the
reason we’ve created several formats for
you to enjoy. You can now download the
entire Journal as an executable “flippy
page” magazine for you to review on
your laptop or PC, a downloadable copy
of the Journal as a PDF to print, or to
read online; where you can also view an
article’s video content.
Either way, we hope you enjoy our latest
edition of the JAS magazine and we
would love to know what you think so
please drop us a line and let us know!
Kind Regards,

THE JOURNAL
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JARI MIKKOLA
An Awakening: the Emergence of Indigo Consciousness
Mikkola’s explanation of an evolutionary phenomenon that is taking
place all over the world is riveting. In his arduous search for answers
regarding early childhood experiences, Jari discovered startling evidence
to an emergence of a consciousness that goes far beyond what we have
come to know as an Indigo.
His extensive research not only describes the science behind
consciousness, it provides a fascinating
and detailed overview of what it means
to be an Indigo Child.
Jari eloquently explains the difficulties growing up Indigo and
how it can affect everyone around them. His detailed analysis is
well documented and a pleasure to read, however, it’s not a
book that can be read from cover-to-cover in one sitting, for the
simple fact that there is a LOT of information to absorb.
The book is full of first-person experiences, fascinating
information, and riveting explanations regarding the
unprecedented increase of human intelligence, as well as the
dramatic rise of those being labeled as ‘mentally challenged.’

Just Click Here
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JARI MIKKOLA

MANAGING DIRECTOR

Jari has been researching the anomalous sciences for over 35 years all over the
world. Throughout his career, Jari has explored many different phenomenon
around the world from alien abduction to UFOs, and was encouraged to found
World Nexus Publications, The Journal of Anomalous Science, The Dimension
Zone, Occam’s Enigma Desert Highlands Paranormal, and the DZ Nucleus. As a
published author of many articles over the years to various publications, it was a
natural transition for him to create The Journal of Anomalous Science in 2008 as
a news letter and later as an on-line publication. Check out Jari’s new book on
Amazon “An Awakening: the Emergence of Indigo Consciousness.”

DIANA CAPRIO

MANAGING EDITOR

Diana has been involved with the paranormal since the early age of seven when
her grandmother piqued her interest talking about the paranormal. Over the years
Diana has read many books and began researching purportedly local hauntings
in her area, some of which were used and published in articles on the
paranormal. Her experience and passion is a valuable asset for the team in the
preparation of every issue because of her attention to detail. A win-win situation
for us all.

RHETTA AKAMATSU

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Rhetta has been with The Journal since its inception and instrumental in
shaping and guiding its direction. As an accomplished author of several books,
including her most popular, “Haunted Marietta,” she has been well respected
in the paranormal world while still managing several web sites and family. Her
web influence helped shape Ghost to Coast, a handbook of ghost tours,
paranormal investigation groups, and haunted hotels across the country, Visit
her at her website at http://rhettasbooks.com.

ZACH ROYER

ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Zach is an author, part-time journalist, full time independent researcher and
lifelong explorer of the supernatural. An article based on his book, “Pyramid
Rising,” was featured in the Journal of Anomalous Sciences in 2012, and has
just joined our team. Zach currently leading the Kahuna Research Group, an
anomalous research organization on the Big Island of Hawaii, dedicated to
exploring the history and mystery of Hawaii. Having led numerous
investigations of purportedly haunted locations across multiple states, that
included a popular resort, a national park, and an ancient battleground, made
him a natural fit on the Journal.
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Michael Cremo is a member of the History of Science Society, the World
Archaeological Congress, the Philosophy of Science Association, the European
Association of Archaeologists and associate member of the Bhaktivedanta Institute
specializing in history and philosophy of science.

Stephanie Thorburn is freelance writer focused on both music and the nascent
areas of social scientific study, including Parapsychology, Sociology and Socioastronomy. She holds an MA in Sociology Qualitative Research from Goldsmiths
College, London UK and a BSc. (w/Hons) in Sociology/Psychology from City
University. She has a range of vocational professional development qualifications,
including Parapsychology (w/distinction).

Stanton T. Friedman Ph.D is a Nuclear Physicist-Lecturer and grew up in
Linden, NJ, spent 2 years at Rutgers University, and then received his BSc. and
MSc. Degrees in physics from the University of Chicago in 1955 and 1956.

Loyd Auerbach is a professor of parapsychology and a prominent field
investigator in psychic phenomena. He is an accomplished professional mentalist
and psychic entertainer, performing as Professor Paranormal before private and
corporate groups. He served as President of the Psychic Entertainers Association
for four terms from 2001-2005.

Nick Pope used to run the British Government's UFO project at the Ministry of
Defence. Initially sceptical, his research and investigation into the UFO
phenomenon and access to formerly classified government files on the subject soon
convinced him that the phenomenon raised important defence and national security
issues, especially when the witnesses were military pilots or where UFOs were
tracked on radar.
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ADVISORS
Stephen Wagner has been an investigator of many aspects of paranormal
phenomena for over 30 years and hosts a forum on http://paranormal.about.com.
He has written articles for numerous magazines, including FATE, and is the author of
"Touched By a Miracle: True Stories of Ordinary People and Extraordinary
Experiences." He is also a member of Central New York Ghost Hunters.

Dennis Balthasser retired from the Texas Department of Transportation in 1996
as civil Engineer. Having been keenly interested in the Roswell Incident of 1947,
Dennis decided to move to Roswell, New Mexico, to pursue his avocation:
Ufology, working with such well known researchers as Stanton Friedman, Donald
R. Schmitt, Wendy Connors, and others in their quests to find the truth.

Nigel Watson is the author of The Alien Deception, Portraits of Alien Encounters,
Supernatural Spielberg and editor/writer of The Scareship Mystery (2000). Nigel's
numerous publications, including Paranormal Magazine, Fortean Times, Beyond,
Wired, History Today, Flip side, Strange Magazine, Magonia, The Unexplained,
Flying Saucer Review, Alien Worlds, and UFO Magazine. His media website
Talking Pictures is at: www.talkingpix.co.uk.

Neil Freer is a researcher, writer, lecturer, philosopher and poet living in Santa Fe,
NM, and holds a BA in English and had done graduate work in Philosophy and
Psychology. Author of “Breaking the Godspell,’ a book which explores the
ramifications of the archaeological, astronomical and genetic proof for our being a
genetically engineered species and presents the ramifications of this new paradigm
of human nature that resolves the Creationist-Evolutionary conflict.

Micah A. Hanks is a full-time journalist and works with the L.E.M.U.R.
Paranormal Investigation & Energy Research team in Asheville, NC. He has been
featured on a variety of television and radio programs, including the History
Channel's Guts and Bolts, Travel Channel's Weird Travels, and CNN Radio. His
website, The Gralien Report, is frequently updated with his latest research on UFOs
and the unexplained. Visit his site at http://www.gralienreport.com.
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Joshua P. Warren is a world-renowned paranormal investigator who currently
appears on the Discovery Channel series “X-Ops” and hosts a regional radio show
on Clear Channel, “Speaking of Strange.” He has also been regularly featured on
TLC, the Travel Channel, and the History Channel. As president of his research
team, L.E.M.U.R., Warren uses scientific methods to document unexplainable
activity.

Robert Cracknell has had a career where he’s worked with many UK police
agencies, both as a private investigator and an independent detective, helping
solve numerous cases. Every type of case from simple missing persons, fraud,
kidnapping and even murder, and always adhered to his own personal philosophy
of the simple

Patty Greer is an accomplished film maker, recognized for her insight and
artistry by receiving the prestigious 2009 EBE Best Feature Award at the International UFO Congress Convention for "2012 - We're Already In It." Her filmmaking career began in a crop circle in England where she passed out and felt that
she need to document her experiences. Her work with the crop circle phenomena
highlights many theories of extra-terrestrial life and other intriguing questions.

Tray Caladan was born in Pittsburgh, PA in 1951. He has been inspired to
dedicate his life to solving life’s great mysteries. As a theorist, philosopher, and
researcher of natural and alien phenomena he has dedicated his life to solving
ancient mysteries like Atlantis and the World Grid, and currently lives in
Northridge, CA...with his cat, Monkie.

Colin Andrews is best known for his research into the crop circle & UFO
subjects since 1983. His long view of both the genuine phenomenon and the
human-made phenomenon provides unique insight into the subject. Colin’s
twenty-five year investigation continues with growing urgency for openness and
honesty in government and private research, respect for divergent opinions and
co-operation between investigators in all areas.

Stan Romanek The Stan Romanek case is amazingly the world's best
documented extraterrestrial experience. The multitude of unexplainable events
involving Stan Romanek and hundreds of individual interpretations or public
opinion surrounding his case, there is a lot for humanity to learn regard very
important ETI matters that has created a stir in the scientific and UFO
communities around the world. http://www.stanromanek.com/
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Politicial Priorities
“I really do not enjoy writing or talking about
political concerns I have, but am becoming more
concerned that the only objective our leaders in
Washington have are interests that benefit
themselves. I won't lay blame on any individual
party either, as I feel they all fall into the same
trap once they get to Washington.”

Dennis G. Balthaser

Over the past 65 years, there have been many documents written
regarding the "UFO situation" worldwide. Reports our leaders have
chosen to ignore, for the most part, or perhaps had no interest in
looking in to the validity of the communique, so the public might at
least know the truth as to what these reports contain.
Nearly every President since Truman has indicated they would
investigate these briefings, but have not succeeded in so doing. I
understand and believe and that since the President is only a
"temporary employee," of the United States, serving a maximum of 8
years as President. Nor is the president likely to have the security
clearance, or "need to know" to follow through on his desire to obtain
the information. In my opinion the President can't be trusted with such
information. Nearly all have tried while in office to no avail, which I'll
explain later.
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Many of those that are in Congress are active on
various committees that could easily look into the
UFO situation, but have not done so to any
satisfactory degree. Excuses for not doing so are
evident in some of the reports I have read. This is not
a matter of serving only their constituents they
represent from each state, but a national concern that
should be looked at by many or all of those that are
elected to serve the people they represent. The
Constitution states plainly in it's opening statement,
"We the People", and for me that's been lost by those
we elect to represent us in Washington.
When legislation needs to be passed prior to being
read by those voting on it, as Nancy Pelosi recently
alluded to regarding passage of the "Obama Care bill,"
we have a major problem with those we elected to
represent us. I suppose I shouldn't expect them to
take UFO reports under consideration, based on their
current records, of not being able to agree on any
legislation that currently affects all of us.
Two Presidents, Reagan and Carter reported sightings
of UFOs prior to becoming presidents, while
governors of their states in California and Georgia.
Reagan even addressed the UFO topic at the United

Nations in a speech given there in 1987 while
President. President Clinton had an interest in UFOs
and asked an aide to look into the topic, who reported
to the President that he could not find any
information. I've heard rumors about Eisenhower
being involved with extraterrestrials, but have never
seen any confirmation on that. George Bush, Senior
was head of the CIA prior to becoming president, and
may well have been the only president with any prior
knowledge of UFOs, although he has never publicly
mentioned anything, that I'm aware of.
Barry Goldwater was a United States Senator from
Arizona who ran for President in the 1960's and lost
to Lyndon Johnson in the 1964 Presidential election.
He was also a member of the Senate Intelligence
committee, and promoted to Brigadier General in the
Air Force Reserve. His interest in the possibility of
extraterrestrial beings visiting earth has been
recorded several times in interviews he did,
particularly during an interview with Larry King on
CNN in 1988. He had asked General Curtis LeMay
about going in to the Blue Room at Hangar 18 at
Wright Field in Dayton Ohio, and was told by General
LeMay "to go to Hell", and "don't ever ask me that
question again."
Continued on Page 69
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There was a time, not too long ago (relatively speaking), that governments and
the groups of elites that controlled them did not find it necessary to conscript
themselves into wars of disinformation.
Propaganda was relatively straightforward. The lies were much simpler. The
control of information flow was easily directed. Rules were enforced with the
threat of property confiscation and execution for anyone who strayed from the
rigid socio-political structure. Those who had theological, metaphysical or
scientific information outside of the conventional and scripted collective world
view were tortured and slaughtered. The elites kept the information to
themselves, and removed its remnants from mainstream recognition, sometimes
for centuries before it was rediscovered.
With the advent of anti-feudalism, and most importantly the success of the
American Revolution, elitists were no longer able to dominate information with
the edge of a blade or the barrel of a gun. The establishment of Republics, with
their philosophy of open government and rule by the people, compelled
Aristocratic minorities to plot more subtle ways of obstructing the truth and thus
maintaining their hold over the world without exposing themselves to retribution

18
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from the masses. Thus, the complex art of disinformation was born.
The technique, the “magic” of the lie, was refined and perfected. The mechanics of the
human mind and the human soul became an endless obsession for the establishment.
The goal was malicious, but socially radical; instead of expending the impossible energy
needed to dictate the very form and existence of the truth, they would allow it to drift,
obscured in a fog of contrived data. They would wrap the truth in a Gordian Knot of
misdirection and fabrication so elaborate that they felt certain the majority of people
would surrender, giving up long before they ever finished unraveling the deceit. The
goal was not to destroy the truth, but to hide it in plain sight.
In modern times, and with carefully engineered methods, this goal has for the most
part been accomplished. However, these methods also have inherent weaknesses. Lies
are fragile. They require constant attentiveness to keep them alive. The exposure of a
single truth can rip through an ocean of lies, evaporating it instantly.
In this article, we will examine the methods used to fertilize and promote the growth of
disinformation, as well as how to identify the roots of disinformation and effectively cut
them, starving out the entire system of fallacies once and for all.
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the art of Disinformation
by brandon smith
The mainstream media, once tasked with the job of investigating
government corruption and keeping elitists in line, has now become
nothing more than a public relations firm for corrupt officials and their
Globalist handlers. The days of the legitimate “investigative reporter” are
long gone (if they ever existed at all), and journalism itself has
deteriorated into a rancid pool of so called “TV Editorialist’s” who treat
their own baseless opinions as supported fact.
The elitist co-opting of news has been going on in one form or another
since the invention of the printing press. However, the first methods of
media disinformation truly came to fruition under the supervision of
newspaper magnate William Randolph Hearst, who believed the truth
was “subjective” and open to his personal interpretation.
20
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Lie BIG Retract Quietly

Mainstream media sources (especially newspapers
) are notorious for
reporting flagrantly dishonest and unsupported new
s stories on the front
page, then quietly retracting those stories on the
very back page when they
are caught. In this case, the point is to railroad the
lie into the collective
consciousness. Once the lie is finally exposed, it
is already too late, and a
large portion of the population will not notice or
care when the truth comes
out.

Unconfirmed or Controlled
as Fact rces, government
Reported
Sources ofte
n cite information from “unnamed” sou

Cable news venues
nda, or “expert” sources without providing
sources that have an obvious bias or age
provided by these sources is usually
tion
rma
info
The
w.
vie
t”
per
“ex
tive
rna
an alte
backed by nothing more than blind faith.

Calculated Omission

Otherwise known as “cherry pic
king” data. One simple piece of
information or
root item of truth can derail an
entire disinformation news sto
ry,
so instead of
trying to gloss over it, they sim
ply pretend as if it doesn’t exist
. When the fact is
omitted, the lie can appear entire
ly rational. This tactic is also use
d extensively
when disinformation agents an
d crooked journalists engage in
open debate.

Distract and Manufacture
Relevance
Sometimes the truth wells up into the public awareness regardless of what the media
does to bury it. When this occurs their only recourse is to attempt to change the publics
focus and thereby distract them from the truth they were so close to grasping. The media
accomplishes this by “over-reporting” on a subject that has nothing to do with the more
important issues at hand. Ironically, the media can take an unimportant story, and by
reporting on it ‘ad nauseam,’ cause many Americans to assume that because the media
won’t shut-up about it, it must be important!
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Stopping Disinformation

The best way to disarm disinformatio
n
agents is to know their methods ins
ide
and out. This gives us the ability to
point
out exactly what they are doing in det
ail
the moment they try to do it. Imme
diately
exposing a disinformation tactic as
it is
being used is highly destructive to the
person utilizing it. It makes them loo
k
foolish, dishonest and weak for eve
n
making the attempt. Internet trolls mo
st
especially do not know how to handle
their methods being de-constructed
right
in front of their eyes and usually fol
d and
run from debate when it occurs.
The truth is precious. It is sad that the
re
are so many in our society who hav
e lost
respect for it; people who have traded
in
their conscience and their soul for
temporary financial comfort while
sacrificing the stability and balance
of the
rest of the country in the process.
The human psyche breathes on the
air of
truth. Without it, humanity cannot
survive. Without it, the species will
collapse, starving from lack of
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intellectual and emotional sustenanc
e.
Disinformation does not only threat
en
our insight into the workings of our
world; it makes us vulnerable to fea
r,
misunderstanding, and doubt: all
things that lead to destruction. It can
drive good people to commit terrible
atrocities against others, or even
against themselves. Without a
concerted and organized effort to
defuse mass-produced lies, the future
will look bleak indeed.
You can contact Brandon Smith at:
brandon@alt-market.com
Alt-Market is an organization
designed to help you find like-mind
ed
activists and preppers in your local
area so that you can network and
construct communities for mutual aid
and defense.
To contribute to the growth of the Saf
e
Haven Project, and to help us help
others, visit their page to donate pag
e
at: http://www.alt-market.com/do
nate

THE MASTER OF LIES
JOSEPH GOEBBELS
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1 – Power is Not Only What You Have,
But What the Enemy Thinks You Have

4 – Ridicule is Man’s Most Potent
Weapon

We see this tactic in many forms. For example, projecting
your own movement as mainstream, and your opponent’s
as fringe. Convincing your opponent that his fight is a
futile one. Your opposition may act differently, or even
hesitate to act at all, based on their perception of your
power. How often have we heard this line: “The
government has predator drones. There is nothing the
people can do now…” This is a projection of exaggerated
invincibility designed to elicit apathy from the masses.

“Ron Paul is a crackpot.” “Gold bugs are crazy.”
“Constitutionalists are fringe extremists.” Baseless
ridicule is almost impossible to counter because it is
meant to be irrational. It infuriates the opposition, which
then reacts to your advantage. It also works as a pressure
point to force the enemy into concessions.

2 – Never Go Outside the Experience of
Your People, and Whenever Possible,
Go Outside the Experience of the Enemy
Don’t get drawn into a debate about a subject you do not
know as well as or better than your opposition. If possible,
draw them into such a situation instead. Go off on
tangents. Look for ways to increase insecurity, anxiety and
uncertainty in your opposition. This is commonly used
against unwitting interviewees on cable news shows whose
positions are set up to be skewered. The target is blindsided by seemingly irrelevant arguments that they are then
forced to address. In television and radio, this also serves
to waste broadcast time to prevent the target from
expressing his own position.

3 – Make the Enemy Live-Up to Their
Own Book of Rules!

5 – A Good Tactic is one the People
Enjoy
The popularization of the term “Tea baggers” is a classic
example; it caught on by itself because people seem to
think it’s clever, and enjoy saying it. Keeping your
talking points simple and fun helps your side stay
motivated, and helps your tactics spread autonomously,
without instruction or encouragement.

6 – A Tactic that Drags on Too Long
Becomes a Drag
Don’t become old news. If you keep your tactics fresh,
it’s easier to keep your people active. Not all
disinformation agents are paid. The “useful idiots” have
to be motivated by other means. Mainstream
disinformation often changes gear from one method to
the next and then back again.

The objective is to target the opponent’s credibility and
reputation by accusations of hypocrisy. If the tactician can
catch his opponent in even the smallest misstep, it creates
an opening for further attacks, and distracts away from the
broader moral question.
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Cats everywhere are having a hard time smelling their litter boxes.
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7 – Keep the Pressure On
Keep trying new things to keep the opposition off balance.
As the opposition masters one approach, hit them from the
flank with something new. Never give the target a chance
to rest, regroup, recover or re-strategise. Take advantage of
current events and twist their implications to support your
position. Never let a good crisis go to waste.

8 – The Threat is Usually More
Terrifying than the Thing Itself
This goes hand in hand with Rule No. 1. Perception is
reality. Allow your opposition to expend all of its energy in
expectation of an insurmountable scenario. The dire
possibilities can easily poison the mind and result in
demoralization.

9 – The Major Premise for Tactics
is to Develop Operations to Maintain
Constant Pressure on the Opposition
The objective of this pressure is to force the opposition to
react and make the mistakes that are necessary for the
ultimate success of the campaign.

11 – The Price of a Successful Attack
is a Constructive Alternative
Never let the enemy score points because you’re caught
without a solution to the problem. Today, this is often used
offensively against legitimate activists, such as the
opponents of the Federal Reserve. Complain that your
opponent is merely “pointing out the problems.” Demand
that they offer not just “a solution”, but THE solution.
Obviously, no one person has “the” solution. When he fails
to produce the miracle you requested, dismiss his entire
argument and all the facts he has presented as pointless.

12 – Pick the Target, Freeze It,
Personalize It, and then Polarize It
Cut off the support network and isolate the target from
sympathy. The target’s supporters will expose themselves.
Go after individual people, not organizations or institutions.
People hurt faster than institutions.
The next time you view a televised debate, watch the
pundits carefully, you will likely see many, if not all, of the
strategies mentioned in this article used on one or more
unsuspecting individuals attempting to tell the truth.
Depending on the television source.

10 – If you Push a Negative Hard and
Deep, it will Break into the Counter-Side
As grassroots activism tools, Alinsky tactics have
historically been used (for example, by labor movements or
covert operations specialists) to force the opposition to
react with violence against activists, which leads to popular
sympathy for the activists’ cause. Today, false (or co-opted)
grassroots movements and revolutions use this technique in
debate as well as in planned street actions and rebellions
(look at Syria for a recent example).
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Is it possible to live another life in a parallel universe or
omniverse? When you experience a déjà vu, are you
drawing this experience from a parallel universe?
A hypothetical self-contained separate reality coexisting with
one’s own. A specific group of parallel universes is
called a ‘multiverse’, although this term can also be
used to describe the possible parallel universes that
constitute reality. While the terms ‘parallel
universe’ and ‘alternative reality’ are generally
synonymous and can be used interchangeably in
most cases, there is sometimes an additional
connotation implied with the term ‘alternative
reality’ that implies that the reality is a variant
of our own. The term ‘parallel universe’ is
more general, without any connotations
implying a relationship, or lack of
relationship, with our own universe.
Continued on Page 68
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Internet trolls, also known as “paid posters“ or “paid bloggers,“ are increasingly
and openly being employed by private corporations as well governments, often
for marketing purposes and for “public relations“ (Obama is notorious for this
practice). Internet “trolling“ is indeed a fast growing industry, and although Trolls
will use a wide variety of strategies, some are quite unique to the Internet – here
are just a few to watch out for.

A Democratic candidate for U.S. Senate in 2012,
Richard Carmona, had launched a Facebook – style
web page attacking Republican Senate candidate Jeff
Flake for failing to protect workers from having to
disclose their social media site passwords.
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Make Outrageous Comments
Designed to Distract or Frustrate:
An Alinsky tactic used to make people emotional,
although less effective because of the impersonal
nature of the Web.

Pose as a Supporter of the Truth,
Then Make Comments That
Discredit the Movement:
We have seen this even on our own forums —
trolls pose as supporters of the Liberty Movement,
then post long, incoherent diatribes so as to
appear either racist or insane. The key to this
tactic is to make references to common Liberty
Movement arguments while at the same time
babbling nonsense, so as to make those otherwise
valid arguments seem ludicrous by association. In
extreme cases, these “Trojan Horse Trolls” have
been known to make posts which incite violence —
a technique obviously intended to solidify the false
assertions of the think tank propagandists like the
SPLC, which purports that Constitutionalists
should be feared as potential domestic terrorists

Dominate Discussions:
Trolls often interject themselves into productive
Web discussions in order to throw them off course
and frustrate the people involved.

Pre-written Responses:
Many trolls are supplied with a list or database
with pre-planned talking points designed as
generalized and deceptive responses to honest
arguments. When they post, their words feel
strangely plastic and well rehearsed.

False Association:
This works hand in hand with item No. 2, by
invoking the stereotypes established by the
“Trojan Horse Troll.” For example: calling those
against the Federal Reserve “conspiracy theorists”
or “lunatics”; deliberately associating anti-globalist
movements with racists and homegrown terrorists,
because of the inherent negative connotations; and
using false associations to provoke biases and
dissuade people from examining the evidence
objectively.

False Moderation:
Pretending to be the “voice of reason” in an
argument with obvious and defined sides in an
attempt to move people away from what is clearly
true into a “gray area” where the truth becomes
“relative.”

Straw Man Arguments:
A very common technique. The troll will accuse his
opposition of subscribing to a certain point of
view, even if he does not, and then attacks that
point of view. Or, the troll will put words in the
mouth of his opposition, and then rebut those
specific words.
Sometimes, these strategies are used by average
people with serious personality issues. However, if
you see someone using these tactics often, or using
many of them at the same time, you may IN FACT
be dealing with a paid Internet troll.
And YES, people do get paid for doing this.
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TERROR

THE TRUTH

BEHIND THE

C.I.A
“Americans can no longer claim
ignorance of the horrors committed
by the CIA. They can not allow this
guise of “The War on Terror” to
continue, especially since it roots
began as a terrorist organization to
spread fear.”
by Peter Meyer

Americans are largely unaware of the enormity of the
crimes committed by their government (or rather, by
individuals within their government), but in a
representative democracy, as such allegedly exists in the
U.S.A. can the people deny responsibility for the actions
and policies of their government? How long can they
allow their government, whose leaders they elect, to
commit one atrocity after another and at the same time
pretend that they themselves are innocent of any
wrongdoing?
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In September 2001, President
George W. Bush declared a “War on
Terrorism” and vowed to destroy
all terrorist organizations “with a
global reach.” For the good of both
America and the rest of the world
he should start with the largest
international terrorist organization
of them all — his own CIA.
The concept of “terrorism” is
unclear and there is no definition
generally agreed upon for the term
“terrorist.” It is however, a tactic; a
means to a specific outcome — a
tactic often used as a possible
course of action.
Once you understand this, it
becomes clear that it is ridiculous
to use as phrase to declare a “War
on Terrorism,” as one cannot defeat
a tactic. To declare a war on
terrorism is to declare an
intentional ‘perpetual war.’
“Terrorism” is a fear tactic defined
as a practice of the deliberately
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The CIA is not now,
nor has it ever
been a central
intelligence
agency. It is in fact
the covert action
arm of the
President's foreign
policy advisers,
that acts in the
capacity to either
over-throw or
support foreign
governments and
once completed,
report those results
back to the
president of the
United States as
intelligence!

inflicting harm, injury, death, and/or
destruction upon a civilian target
sufficient to cause horror, revulsion, or
despair among civilian populations
and/or their political leaders, with the
goal of causing those populations or
political leaders to act in a way desired
by the terrorists directly or indirectly.
Terrorist actions differ from military
actions in two respects: (1) in a
military action, the target is a military
target, and provides direct support to a
military force, not civilians. A military
force being some type of organization
that is usually, but not necessarily, a
state regime’s targeted military force
and their supporting infrastructure;
often an opposing state and their
internal organization. (2) A military
action’s are designed to destroy a
particular military target; one that
hinders their capability of opposition
from the attacking side rather than to
effect a political goal, although, a
military action is usually conducted to
support a larger political strategy.

The distinction between “terrorist” or “military” action
is not always clear, for several reasons:
∑ The distinction between a military target and a
civilian target may be convoluted. For example,
a police station may be either a military target
or a civilian target…dependent by what
activities the occupants have engaged
themselves.
∑ The goal of a particular militant action may be
part military and part political. These aims can
usually be distinguished on whether the
instigator is a state using its military forces, or
they somewhat blurred; when the instigator is a
non-state entity like a ‘resistance’ group.
∑ The debate being, what is ‘terrorist activity’ and
what is ‘military activity.’ It all depends on the
viewpoint of who is passing judgement. This is
often the case when there is violent opposition
by those inhabiting a specific territory to the
unwanted control, or occupation of that
territory by some external entity, often a state;
e.g. the West Bank of Israel, the Basque region
of Spain, or the Kashmir regions of India.
∑ Militant groups among the population of an
occupied territory may carry out attacks against
both ‘military’ and ‘civilian’ targets to disrupt
the occupation of the invading power as an
attempt to persuade the occupying force to end
its occupation and withdraw what control they
may have gained.
From the point-of-view of the occupying power, such
groups are composed of “terrorists,” but from the
point of view of the inhabitants in the occupied
territory, they are either “freedom fighters” or
“patriots”; militant groups engaged in an armed
conflict with the occupying enemy state
(Israel, Spain, or India). “One man's
terrorist is another man's freedom
fighter.” Actually, as Noam Chomsky
stated, the distinction is quite simple,
“If they do it, it's called “terrorism;” if
we do it, it becomes “counterterrorism.”

"Of course the people
don't want war. But after
all, it's the leaders of the
country who determine
the policy, and it's always
a simple matter to drag
the people along
whether it's a democracy,
a fascist dictatorship, or
a parliament, or a
communist dictatorship.
Voice or no voice, the
people can always be
brought to the bidding
of the leaders. That is
easy.
All you have to do is tell
them they are being
attacked, and denounce
the pacifists for lack of
patriotism, and exposing
the country to greater
danger."
— Herman Goering
at the Nuremberg trials

That CIA was created after World War
II from an Office of Strategic Services
(the OSS), which was riddled with
Nazis, through an act of Congress, that
can only be eliminated by Congress it
in the same manner. Its official
purpose was to function primarily as an
intelligence-gathering organization for
the President of the United States — or
at least, that's what we the people are
Continued on Page 54
Continued from Page 37
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CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE
AGENCY

NATIONAL SECURITY
AGENCY

Collect, analyze, evaluate,
disseminate foreign intelligence
and conduct covert operations.

Protect the government’s
information systems and intercept
foreign signals intelligence
information.

$14.7 Billion

$10.8 Billion

Central Intelligence Agency. In 1947,
President Harry Truman signed the
National Security Act, which led to
the creation of the Central
Intelligence Agency (CIA) on July 26,
1947. The attack on Pearl Harbor and
subsequent urgencies of World War II
prompted the United States to create
a group to conduct foreign
intelligence operations. Over the
years, the CIA has evolved and
expanded its role as an intelligence
organization with operatives in
countries around the globe.
The CIA remains the primary external
intelligence agency operating outside
of the United States. It is organized
into five components: the Directorate
of Operations, the Directorate of
Analysis, the Directorate of Science
and Technology, the Directorate of
Support, and the recently created
Directorate of Digital Innovation.
Using both human and signals
intelligence sources, the CIA
“collects, analyzes, and disseminates
intelligence gathered on foreign
nations.” According to its mission
statement, the Agency’s “information,
insights, and actions consistently
provide tactical and strategic
advantage for the United States.”
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The National Security Agency (NSA) is
at the forefront of communications
and information technology, serving as
a critical enabler of sensitive
intelligence collection. As a combat
support agency:
The National Security Agency/ Central
Security Service (NSA/CSS) leads the
U.S. Government in cryptology that
encompasses both Signals Intelligence
(SIGINT) and Information Assurance
(IA) products and services, and
enables Computer Network Operations
(CNO) in order to gain a decision
advantage for the Nation and our
allies under all circumstances.
Aside from lending support to other
Intelligence Community agencies, the
NSA also aids military customers,
national policy-makers, counterterrorism and counter-intelligence
communities, and key international
allies.

NATIONAL GEOSPATIALINTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

GENERAL DEFENSE
INTELLIGENCE PROGRAM

Imagery and map-based intelligence
used for national security, U.S.
military operations, navigation and
humanitarian aid efforts.

Provide assessments of foreign
military intentions and capabilities
to policy-makers and military
commanders.

$4.9 Billion

$4.4 Billion

hettasbooks.com

Initially formed in 1972 as the
Defense Mapping Agency (DMA) and
later renamed the National Imagery
and Mapping Agency (NIMA), the
National Geospatial-Intelligence
Agency (NGA) serves a dual role as
DOD combat support and U.S.
Intelligence Community agency, as do
all of the department’s intelligence
elements. Cartographers, analysts,
and other NGA personnel gather
imagery and furnish geospatial
analytical products applicable to
national security, military operations,
and humanitarian aid efforts.

Operating under the jurisdiction of
the Department of Defense (DOD) but
also as a member of the Intelligence
Community under the purview of the
DNI, the Defense Intelligence Agency
(DIA) is the major producer of
information related to foreign military
intelligence. As a combat support
agency within the DOD, the DIA
collects and analyzes intelligence on
foreign militaries, conducts
surveillance and reconnaissance
operations, and provides crucial
information to war fighters, defense
policymakers, and force planners.
The DIA is organized into four
directorates: the Directorate of
Operations, Directorate for Analysis,
Directorate for Science and
Technology, and Directorate for
Mission Services. There also are five
centers. Four cover regions around
the globe: the Americas Center,
Asia/Pacific Center, Europe/Eurasia
Center, and Middle East/Africa Center.
The fifth, the Defense Combating
Terrorism Center, is focused on
transnational terrorism threats and
support for counter-terrorism
operations by the war-fighter.
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by Kevin King
hat exactly does the term false-flag mean
and why is it used? The term false-flag is a
naval term from the age of sail that refers to
a ship flying the colors (flag) of a country
other than the one to which the ship belonged. They
did this for multiple reasons but the most common
was to lure an enemy vessel into gun or boarding
range and then at the last moment drop the falseflag and run up the true colors before attacking. It
was fair sport to use
false-flags
but
considered

immoral/unethical to attack under a false-flag and
rarely done. However, that was a different age…
The simplest definition of a false-flag is an event in
which the actual perpetrators and the reported or
blamed perpetrators are different. The classic use of
a false-flag, and hence the military origin of its
name, goes as follows. Country A’s King wants to
conquer and loot Country B’s land to enrich
himself. Of course, if this is what King A tells his
army they may choose not to fight or revolt, or best
case their effort will be lacking. In order to get the
most out of their soldiers, the commanders need
them to be emotionally involved… anger, hatred, or
revenge. Now the skilled orator and manipulator
might be able to create this mood with just words.
Yet not many have this level of skill. It is much
easier to motivate and/or raise an army if one’s
country has been attacked hence you are acting in
defense. This is where the false-flag comes in.
Country A’s King and its top General(s) conspire
to launch an attack against itself, claiming that
the attackers were from Country B. The attack
needs to be big enough to create real panic and
fear, and for maximum effect, there needs to be
real deaths. The attackers need to be convincing
in their role as soldiers of Country B, so clothes,
uniform, weapons need to match appropriately.
The likelihood of success of the attack is high since
it would be unexpected or a surprise attack.
Technically, even if the attack were to fail, the fact
remained that an attack could be enough to
initiate a response. King A could use men from
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within to execute the attack, or it might be better
to use mercenaries. Regardless, a successful
attack will incense the populace against the ‘evil’
Country B and, therefore, justify an invasion.
The above is just one example, or a classic
example of a false-flag. However, it is very
important to understand that the false-flag event
can take on countless forms. I recently read a
comment where the commentator stated that
because actual people died it was not a false-flag.
The defining characteristic of a false-flag event is
not associated to a specific type. Whether or not
actors or non-actors actually died in the event is
irrelevant, regardless if the event ever occurred
or not. It simply means the entire event, and the
manner, by which the media reports it, is nothing
but a fabrication designed to fool a specific group
of people into believing the event was real.
One defining characteristic is that the true
perpetrator of the event is really, never known or
revealed, nor is the author or director/producer of
the ‘false-flag production’ ever revealed. The
audience’s attention becomes fixated on the
stage; the villain, clearly identified by an official
‘broadcaster’ acting out the narrative as a
reporter, and often known by the unsuspecting
public…But who’s behind the curtain of deceit?
When a ‘false-flag event is staged, it is portrayed
as ‘real’ event, the actors in the event are
irrelevant, but what IS important is ‘who
produced it!’ and “why?” Who are the people that
wrote, directed, and funded the event? These are

the REAL perpetrators, NOT the actors playing it
out on the ‘set’ (stage). Cui Bono? Who Benefits?
The other defining characteristic is that the event is
a catalyst for the true objectives. Thus the false-flag
uses the classic Hegelian dialectic of ProblemReaction-Solution. From the example above, the
surprise attack is the ‘problem’ (a threat to personal
safety), the population’s anger, fear, concern is the
desired ‘reaction’, and the ‘solution’ is to invade the
offender to eliminate the threat, and enabled by the
population’s reaction. The false-flag then is a
deliberately created illusion whose purpose is
creating the environment in which the objective or
‘solution’ will be accepted and thus implemented.
THE JOURNAL
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Washing with Softsoap Antibacterial for 20 seconds kills
harmful bacteria like S. aureus & E. coli.
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COVERT AGENTS INFILTRATE
THE INTERNET TO MANIPULATE
Deceive AND DESTROY
REPUTATIONS
One of the many pressing stories that remains to be told from the Snowden
archive is how western intelligence agencies are attempting to manipulate and
control online discourse with extreme tactics of deception and reputationdestruction. It’s time to tell a chunk of that story, complete with the relevant
documents.
Internet trolls, also known as “paid posters” or “paid bloggers,” are increasingly
and openly being employed by private corporations as well governments, often for
marketing purposes and for “public relations” (Obama is notorious for this
practice). Internet “trolling” is indeed a fast growing industry.
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1 - MAKE OUTRAGEOUS COMMENTS DESIGNED TO
DISTRACT, REDIRECT, OR FRUSTRATE
An Alinsky tactic used to make people emotional,
although less effective because of the impersonal
nature of the Web.

2 - POSE AS A SUPPORTER OF THE TRUTH, THEN
MAKE COMMENTS THAT DISCREDIT THE
MOVEMENT
We have seen this even on our own forums — trolls
pose as supporters of the Liberty Movement, then
post long, incoherent diatribes so as to appear either
racist or insane.
The key to this tactic is to make references to common
Liberty Movement arguments while at the same time
babbling nonsense, so as to make those otherwise
valid arguments seem ludicrous by association.
In extreme cases, these “Trojan Horse Trolls” have
been known to make posts which incite violence — a
technique obviously intended to solidify the false
assertions of the think tank propagandists like the
SPLC, which purports that Constitutionalists should
be feared as potential domestic terrorists.

3 - DOMINATE DISCUSSIONS
Trolls often interject themselves into productive Web
discussions in order to throw them off course and
frustrate the people involved.

4 - PRE-WRITTEN RESPONSES
Many trolls are supplied with a list or database with
pre-planned talking points designed as generalized
and deceptive responses to honest arguments. When
they post, their words feel strangely plastic and well
rehearsed.

5 - FALSE ASSOCIATION
This works hand in hand with item No. 2, by invoking
the stereotypes established by the “Trojan Horse
Troll.” For example: calling those against the Federal
Reserve “conspiracy theorists” or “lunatics”;
deliberately associating anti-globalist movements
with racists and home-grown terrorists, because of
the inherent negative connotations; and using false
associations to provoke biases and dissuade people
from examining the evidence objectively.

6 - FALSE MODERATION
Pretending to be the “voice of reason” in an argument
with obvious and defined sides in an attempt to move
people away from what is clearly true into a “grey
area” where the truth becomes “relative.”

7 - STRAW MAN ARGUMENTS
A very common technique. The troll will accuse his
opposition of subscribing to a certain point of view,
even if he does not, and then attacks that point of
view. Or, the troll will put words in the mouth of his
opposition, and then rebut those specific words.
Sometimes, these strategies are used by average
people with serious personality issues. However, if
you see someone using these tactics often, or using
many of them at the same time, you may be dealing
with a paid internet troll.

8 - PROTECTING YOURSELF FROM
DISINFORMATION
The best way to disarm disinformation agents is to
know their methods inside and out. This gives us the
ability to point out exactly what they are doing in
detail the moment they try to do it.

Trolls use a wide variety
of strategies some
of which are unique
only on the internet
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How Covert Agents Infiltrate the
Internet to Manipulate, Deceive,
and Destroy Reputations
Discredit The Target
•
•
•
•

Setup a honey-trap
Change their photos on social networking
Write a blog purporting to be one of their victims
Email/text their colleagues, neighbors, friends, etc.

Discredit a Company
•
•
•

Leak confidential information to companies and the press via
blogs, social media, comments, etc.
Post negative information on appropriate forums
Stop deals / ruin business relationships

Discredit a Company
•
•
•

Leak confidential information to companies and
the press via blogs, social media, comments, etc.
Post negative information on appropriate forums
Stop deals / ruin business relationships

INFLUENCE, DISRUPT, Manipulate
•
•
•

Individuals, groups, and global interaction
By using psychology, deceptions, performance, & media
By acting professionally, elegantly, creatively, and intuitively

Gambits of Deception
•
•
•
•
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Attention - control, target, perception repetitively
Logic - exploit, present, ruse, and swap controlled information
By acting professionally, elegantly, creatively, and intuitively
Monitor behavior, call to action, shift perceived behaviour,and
channel efforts to use behaviour as an outcome

Immediately exposing a disinformation tactic as it is
being used is highly destructive to the person utilizing
it. It makes them look foolish, dishonest and weak for
even making the attempt. Internet trolls most
especially do not know how to handle their methods
being de-constructed right in front of their eyes and
usually fold and run from debate when it occurs.
The truth is precious. It is sad that there are so many
in our society who have lost respect for it; people who
have traded in their conscience and their soul for
temporary financial comfort while sacrificing the
stability and balance of the rest of the country in the
process. The human psyche breathes on the air of

truth. Without it, humanity cannot survive. Without
it, the species will collapse, starving from lack of
intellectual and emotional sustenance.
Disinformation does not only threaten our insight
into the workings of our world; it makes us vulnerable
to fear, misunderstanding and doubt: things that lead
to destruction and drives good people to commit
terrible atrocities against others and against
themselves. Without a concerted and organized effort
to defuse mass-produced lies, the future will look
bleak indeed.

AND now you
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Teleportation is not what you think!
While commonly seen as an advanced futuristic technology
capable of moving people across great distances instantaneously,
teleportation may have been happening for millions of years
without any technology involved.
Of course, the existence of anything in nature, including objects
moving faster than light or disappearing and reappearing instantly
elsewhere, usually means science will eventually discover "how,"
and learn to do the same thing using machines. Yet, strange
events have been described in the real world, and the word
"teleportation" was coined to describe them.
48
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The word "teleportation" was not invented for fantasy
fiction. It is serious business and "quantum
teleportation" is already a reality in science labs now,
moving particles. But if it happens in nature, could
mysterious disappearances of property or people that
have gone without any explanation be the result of
strange cosmic forces just causing things to
"teleport"?
Contrary to science fiction tropes, "teleportation", as
coined by Charles Hoy Fort in 1931, is a "transportory
force" that already exists in the universe. Fort
suggested it is a natural event, sometimes responsible
for reports of so-called paranormal activity.
There is one article using the word "teleport" quite
differently before Fort in 1878, likely the first ever to
use the word. The article was talking about a future
machine that might transport people instantaneously,
in wild speculation following the invention of the
telephone two years earlier. That is more consistent
with our already mentioned science fiction iteration
of teleportation, as you have seen on Star Trek.
In the vein of speculation about teleportation as a
natural force, spontaneous human combustion (SHC)
is another similar mystery, although there are now
scientific and medical explanations of that
phenomenon. Ball lightning (also "fireballs" or
"globes of flame" when seen as a supernatural
manifestation) was also a Fortean phenomenon, until
it was found to be real and photographed. It is still
not explained scientifically. Even stranger and rarer
than those other descriptions, teleportation gets a lot
less attention.
Imaginations are still captured by the disappearances
of aircraft without a trace, such as the vanished
Malaysian Airlines Flight MH370 on 8 March 2014 .
What could have made such a large object, and so
many people, simply disappear without a trace and
elude search parties from a multitude of different
nations? As with many such disappearances, the
mystery does not end at the disappearance, and there
is reason to believe the plane survived intact. Signals
from the phones of the passengers have been received
when calls are attempted, but there is no answer. The
searching authorities have been unable to pinpoint
these phone signals.
In 1880, a farmer named David Lang reportedly
disappeared into thin air in plain view of several
witnesses. He was never seen again, although
subsequently a "circle" formed inexplicably in the
area where he had stood. Some months later, his wife
reported that she could hear his voice crying out for
help from the last place he had been seen.
On a more trivial note, most people have been
stumped at least once in their lives by the
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disappearance of an object. A wedding ring may be
dropped, and it is unlikely that the owner would give
up the search easily. If it happened outdoors, there
are any number of places it could have gone. But what
if it happened in a room, with no people who could
have stolen it, no gaps in the floorboards, no open
windows it could have bounced out of? What if the
entire room was stripped bare and every square
centimeter examined, and still nothing turned up?
Such an event is impossible based on our current
understanding of the universe, yet it happens all the
time.
Curtis Ellis writes, "There have been bizarre accounts
of organic as well as inorganic matter falling from the
sky such as frogs, fish, snakes, mussels, worms,
alligators, blood and flesh, straw, hazelnuts, slime,
stones, artifacts, and many other materials." Ellis
refers in part to strange showers of frogs or fish,
which can be carried away by violent storms, but also
to other showers that cannot be explained by science.
While a hurricane could easily be to blame for a
shower of frogs and fish, a much different kind of
vortex would be needed to shower stones or other
heavy materials.
The "wormhole" theory (or Einstein-Rosen Bridge), a
respected scientific hypothesis, contains a possible

explanation. Such features could connect different
locations in space-time and transport objects
instantaneously. An object can disappear, only to
reappear at another time. It may vanish from one
space, only to appear at another space.
If we assume that such a vortex can exist, they could
be everywhere. They might exist more abundantly at
smaller scales where they are harder to detect, picking
up particles and depositing them a short distance
away. On rare occasions, they might be large enough
to envelop personal items, such as your key. On far
rarer occasions, they may capture cars, which would
account for them blinking out of existence as some
people have reported. In the rarest of all cases, entire
buildings vanish in so-called paranormal experiences.
Once such things vanish, where do they go? If the
agency responsible is a wormhole, then the vanishing
objects could have gone anywhere. They could have
been deposited on another planet, or in deep space.
As there is no limit to how far a wormhole can stretch,
in theory, they could take an object anywhere in the
universe with no hope of return. Conversely,
anything, no matter how alien or seemingly
impossible, could rain down from our own skies,
carried from elsewhere in the universe.

While it is easy to dismiss the idea of vanished people
and objects using prosaic explanations and blaming
hysteria
for
more
unusual
accounts
of
disappearances, there are undeniably some events
that cannot be explained. Those extraordinary
accounts require improbable explanations to make
any sense of them.
There might not be vehicles from outer space
abducting people, and there might not be a type of
space vortex capable of moving people and objects
from one place to the next; however, there are
undeniably strange forces at work in the universe, and
many such forces would appear impossible according
to known scientific facts. If we use certain elements of
cosmology such as the wormhole theory, however, the
possible explanations are more abundant.
The idea that anything could vanish at any time may
seem disquieting, but these accounts are so rare that
the odds of natural teleportation would still be
astronomical.

Article Copyright© Arnold Isen
Reproduced with permission.

From a mystery man that arrived at an airport from an unknown country, to an American soldier claiming to
be from the year 2036. We take a look at 5 Mysterious Time Traveling Stories.
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In a universe where faster-than-light travel
isn’t
possible,
wormholes—hypothetical
shortcuts across spacetime that link one part of
the universe with another —give hope to
romantics who wish to jump millions of light
years in a single bound. But are wormholes
more than a sci-fi portal to zip us between
galaxies? Recent research suggests that they
actually
describe
microscopic
channels
between particles all around us.
As far-out as wormholes sound, they are
described by of Einstein’s theory of general
relativity, the same theory that describes the
force of gravity. General relativity expresses
gravity as the smooth bending of space and
time. For example, the sun creates a dimple in
the fabric of spacetime; the planets “roll”
around the periphery of the dimple. A
wormhole is more than a dimple, though. It is
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like a tunnel between two parallel sheets of
spacetime.
The details about wormholes remain fuzzy, but
new research suggests that they may be
fundamentally
related
to
quantum
entanglement. Quantum entanglement is a
phenomenon where pair of objects are bound
together. No matter how far apart they fly, they
will “know” about each other—even if they are
on opposite sides of the galaxy. Which, when
you think about it, sounds a lot like a
wormhole.
A pair of independent teams arrived at the
same conclusion. Here’s Katia Moskvitch,
writing for AAAS Science Now:
• Kristan Jensen of the University of
Victoria in Canada and Andreas Karch of

THE
THE COSMIC
COMSIC UNIVERSE

the University of Washington, Seattle,
start by imagining an entangled quarkantiquark pair residing in ordinary 3D
space, as they described online on 20
November in Physical Review Letters.
The two quarks rush away from each
other, approaching the speed of light so
that it becomes impossible to pass signals
from one to the other. The researchers
assume that the 3D space where the
quarks reside is a hypothetical boundary
of a 4D world. In this 3D space, the
entangled pair is connected by a kind of
conceptual string. But in the 4D space,
the string becomes a wormhole.
• Julian Sonner of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in Cambridge
then builds upon Karch’s and Jensen’s
work. He imagines a quark-antiquark pair

that pops into existence in a strong
electric field, which then sends the
oppositely charged particles accelerating
in opposite directions. Sonner also finds
that the entangled particles in the 3D
world are connected by a wormhole in the
4D world, as he also reported online on
20 November in Physical Review Letters.
Such pairs of particles are ubiquitous, though
we don’t know for certain whether wormholes
exist between them. For now, these findings
remain theoretical. We haven’t even found
hard evidence of large wormholes yet, let alone
microwormholes. Both remain hypothetical
objects of thought experiments, but as we
learned from Einstein, such musings can lead
to great revolutions in physics.
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supposed to believe, when in fact it’s now and always
has been something entirely different what Congress
envisioned.
“The CIA is not now nor has it ever been a central
intelligence agency. It is the covert action arm of the
President's foreign policy advisers. In that capacity,
it overthrows or supports foreign governments
while reporting “intelligence” justifying those
activities. It shapes its intelligence, even in such
critical areas as Soviet nuclear weapons capability,
to support presidential policy. Disinformation is a
large part of its covert action responsibility, and the
American people are the primary target of its lies.”
— Ralph McGehee, Deadly Deceits
The CIA has been a terrorist organization from its
beginnings, when it included a large number of
former Nazis — former members of the Gestapo and
the Nazi military intelligence, including Reinhard
Gehlen, a Nazi War Criminal. Unlike smaller terrorist
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organizations such as ETA (Basque) the CIA does not
normally engage in terrorism by sending its
employees to plant bombs, rather it tends to act
through intermediaries and agents, that often
involves the use of U.S. military personnel.
The fact that CIA is a terrorist organization becomes
clear from its record of terrorist activities they call
“counterinsurgency” or “low intensity conflict.” It's
not that the CIA is a rogue organization out of
control, the CIA implements the policies determined
by the President of the United States, including
unofficial U.S. government policy. Determining the
CIA is a terrorist organization also implies that the
United States is a terrorist state. Considering the
millions of deaths that the U.S. has caused, and the
enormous suffering that its international policies
have produced through its hypocrisy in condemning
other countries as “terrorist states” would be
ludicrous if it weren’t so tragic.

ANONYMOUS

Freedom Fighters or Criminals?
To understand Anonymous you only need three words: Activists, Hackers and
Guy Fawkes.
Anonymous is a global network of activists and hackers with members in
countries all over the world. Its members are known as “Anons” and all hide
their identity by wearing Guy Fawkes masks, similar to those worn in the film “V
for Vendetta.”
What do they do?
Anonymous first started out on the image website 4chan. Visitors to the site show up as
“Anonymous” hence the name.
4chan users raided and hacked websites including several attacks on social
networking site Habbo Hotel. These led to the first media reports on the group.
A common Anonymous tactic is a “denial of service” attack. This crashes a website
by sending LOTS of internet traffic its way. Death by spam, basically. Soon the
group started pranks and “operations” in the real world. Anonymous first wore
Guy Fawkes masks to protect
their identity whilst protesting against the Church of Scientology. The church had
tried to remove a video about Scientology by serving a legal copyright notice.
Anonymous saw this as trying to censor the internet.
The motto commonly associated with Anonymous is: “We are Anonymous. We are
Legion. We do not forgive. We do not Forget. Expect us.”
Continued on Page 71
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Aokigahara Forest
The Aokigahara Forest is not a long-defunct ancient
burial ground, but can be considered a tangled
memorial of lost souls because it seems that newly
discovered bodies are found swing from its twisted
boughs daily, while others lie rotting on its volcanic
earth. However though, it’s not only the living that
visit this national forest’s wandering the trails, but
there seems to still be quite a number of countless
souls that occupy the forest; for it is said that ‘Yurei,’
Japanese spirits of the dead still cling to their earthly
realm, between the white twisted trees, as shifting
forms that are occasionally glimpsed by many an
unsuspecting visitor.

A Tangled Forest with
Dense Boughs
Known for the eerie and discomforting aura of the
forest, its thick twisted branches of trees
intertwined as a twisting network of woody vines,
and the ankle-breaking unevenness of the forest floor,
both conspire to give the place an unwelcoming and
disquieting topography. A popular local legend
maintains that there is no known wildlife in the forest
that makes Aokigahara their home. Ever the more
evident when hikers hear
no happy birdsong
breaking the eerie silence,
whose quiet is sometimes
replaced by a darting
shadow, or the occasional
whistle of wind speeding
through the dense forest
canopy. Coloured tape
litters the walkways,
which had been used by
hikers marking their way
through the dense trees.
The deeper one ventures,
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the more accoutrements and makeshift equipment
you will find that was used to facilitate the suicide of
intent suicidal individuals and the bouquets, candles,
and mementos left behind by grieving mourners dot
the forest floor.
Although the influence of Ubasute (the act of leaving
a dependant to die) has been outdated (not to mention
now illegal) it still echoes throughout the countries
history and remains within Japan’s cultural
consciousness. This alone doesn’t explain the modern
resurgence or the new-found popularity for suicide in
the Aokigahara Forest among the despondent.
However it is often blamed on two books. The 1960
novel, 'Kuroi Jukai', by Seicho Matsumoto, which
romanticizes suicide and culminates with the two
lovers going to into Aokigahara; and Wataru
Tsurumui’s controversial 1993 best-seller, 'The

Complete Suicide
Manual', a book that
not only describes
various methods of
committing suicide and
even goes on to
recommend
Aokigahara as “the
perfect place to die,”
it’s actually been found
many times next to a
body.
While literature may
have had an impact on romanticizing the forest as a
perfect location for suicide, the problem of suicide
has been reaching endemic proportions in Japan over
the last ten years. A CNN report states, “There were
2,645 suicides recorded in January 2009, a 15%
increase from the 2,305 for January 2008, according
to the Japanese government. The Japanese
government said suicide rates are a priority and
pledged to cut the number of suicides by more than
20 percent by 2016. It plans to improve suicide
awareness in schools and workplaces. But officials
fear the toll will rise with unemployment and
bankruptcies, matching suicide spikes in earlier
tough economic times.”
Although local government declines to publish the
exact number of suicides committed in the forest
each year in an attempt to circumvent the notion that
Aokigahara is a hub for those intent on ending their
lives, the location’s ‘sea of trees’ still remains
Japan’s most popular setting for the world-weary
soul to take their lives onto the next. This world
location is second only to the San Francisco's Golden

Gate Bridge. But has earned a position on the
Dimension Zone’s list of Most Haunted locations.
Aokigahara forest becomes the method of choice for
those seeking to usher themselves into the ‘nether’
life, and oddly enough by hanging. Surrounded by a
lofty waterfall within the white cedars, pines and
boxwoods that provide the more adventurous soul a
means to dive right into the hereafter with finesse.
But if your intention is not to commit suicide, one
can still lose their way quite easily and come to a
sticky end unintentionally.
Zack Davisson, a researcher for “Seek Japan,” states
what may also be another urban myth: “Even in these
haunted woods, regular humans still have a job to do.
Forestry workers rotate in and out of
shifts at a station building in Aokigahara,
and occasionally they will come upon
unfortunate bodies in various states of
decomposition, usually hanging from
trees or partially eaten by animals. The
bodies are brought down to the station,
where a spare room is kept especially for
such occasions. In this room are two
beds: one for the corpse and one for
someone to sleep next to it. Yup, you
read that correctly. It is thought that if
the corpse is left alone, the lonely and
unsettled ‘Yurei’ will scream the whole
night through, and the body will move
itself into the regular sleeping quarters.”
Asuza Hayano, a Japanese writer,
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About the Authorities
and the Suicides
criticises those who kill themselves in the area:
“Walking through Aokigahara uncharted is
dangerous,” he says. “But nature is supposed to be
like that. Harsh. Aokigahara is filled with untouched
natural beauty. To sully it by committing suicide is a
slap in the face of the natural environment.”
"We want people to forget Aokigahara for a little
while," a local police officer says. "Every time it's
mentioned, it starts off a chain reaction and we end
up with more suicides," a tourist industry employee
says before producing a booklet that details why
potential suicides taken into protective custody
before they successfully killed themselves headed for
Aokigahara. "Look. Nearly every case says they
learned about the area from TV, newspapers or books.
By ending the searches, we're throwing back the
problem into society's face." A man working in a
souvenir store voices the frustrations felt by many
locals. "It bugs the hell out of me that the area's
famous for being a suicide spot," he says.
"There's nothing worse than seeing kids who come
here go home with that impression." "I've seen plenty
of bodies that have been really badly decomposed, or
been picked at by wild animals," a local police officer
says. "There's nothing beautiful about dying in there."
"We have to pay for the bodies to be disposed," says
Takatoshi Kobayashi, mayor of Narusawa, one of
three villages bearing the brunt of cleaning up the
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suicides. "Doing so keeps us away from the work we
should be doing. (Suicides) ruin the area's name.
We're all for an end to the searches."
Aokigahara, also known as the Sea of Trees, is a
forest that lies at the base of Mount Fuji in Japan.
Throughout the forest, rocky caverns can be found
everywhere, many of which can still be covered by
ice during summer. An old forest, it is purportedly
haunted by souls and other legends of monsters and
ghosts, all adding to its sinister reputation and
ambiance of the forest.

Dubbed as the “perfect place to die," in Wataru
Tsurumui's best-selling book The Complete Manual
of Suicide, even pointing out in the manual that the
dense, dark forest bordering of Aokigahara Forest at
the base of Mt. Fuji, is the best place to die. Making
it the most popular location for those taking their
final journey.
Every year local volunteers and police search for
bodies throughout the forest. This annual event has
occured since 1970, and the numbers became
startling. Each area of the search is marked out by
plastic tape that often gets left behind and therefore
adds to the litter in the Aokigahara Forest. It has been
suggested that hikers help clean up the mess as they
hike into the more inaccessible areas, sometimes
even marking their way out with similar tape.
In 2002, 78 bodies were found within it, replacing
the previous record of 73 in 1998. By May of 2006,
at least 16 new suicides had been found, and as
mentioned earlier, many carrying a copy of
Tsurumui's book. No one knows for sure how many
bodies go undiscovered.
Signs emblazoned with such messages as "Please
reconsider what you’re about to do" and "Please
consult the police before you go off to die!" are

nailed to trees throughout the forest. However, the
woods have such a notoriety and reputation that these
minor deterrents do very little to stop the determined.
Local residents believe they can always spot a person
who is going into the forest for its stunning natural
beauty, those who are hunting after a paranormal
experience or the macabre, and those who are not
planning on returning.
Legends abound; for instance, it is thought that the
massive underground iron deposits is what causes
compasses to go haywire, including GPS devices,
and is responsible for trapping innocent souls passing
through with those that came to commit suicide.
(Which by the way the magnetic field was recently
tested by NASA scientists and found this claim to be
unfounded, as their sensitive electronic devices
worked flawlessly). Add to that the cenotes (in this
case collapsed lava tubes), the hidden caves and the
chance of running into an occasional corpse swinging
from a creaking bough are ever so present.
The fact remains. Aokigahara Forest is considered the
Most Haunted location in all of Japan, a purgatory for
‘yurei,’ for unsettled ghosts in Japan. Spiritualists
also believe that the trees themselves are filled with a
malevolent forces of energy that has accumulated
throughout the centuries from all the suicides, no do
they encourage you to visit.
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A REPORT BY Jari Mikkola

The Apollo missions have been controversial since the program of
sending astronauts to the moon began. The argument that the entire
Apollo program was a hoax is utter nonsense!
According to Bill Kaysing, author of the 1974 book, "We Never went to
the Moon," whose exact words about the program are "Any human being
traveling through the van Allen belt would have been rendered either
extremely ill or actually killed by the radiation within a short time thereof."
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The Van Allen Belts are two distinct regions (and a
third was recently discovered) several thousand
kilometers above the Earth's atmosphere where the
Earth's magnetic field holds trapped particles of our
sun's solar wind. Without protection, any of earth's
lifeforms would indeed receive lethal doses of
radiation should they stay there long enough to do so.
What Kaysing was stating was in fact totally false,
because in all actually, the Apollo spacecraft's not
only traveled through the three belts they did so
pretty damn fast; traversing them in a little over an
hour, give or take a few minutes.
They simply weren't there long enough time to come
even close to what is considered ‘a lethal dose of
radiation.’ In fact, the metal hull of the Apollo
spacecraft were able to block out most of the
radiation.
There were after all, far worse threats facing the
Apollo missions than radiation; such as solar flares
and micrometeorites (as experienced by the Apollo 13
crew).

So What Are the Van Allen Belts Exactly?
James van Allen was a pioneer working for NASA in
the field of astrophysics, and on 31 January 1958, his
studies led to the launch of the Explorer 1 satellite
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carrying a payload of scientific instruments. This
included a Geiger-Müller tube (used for the detection
of ionizing radiation), which later provided valuable
data and information of several regions of intense
radiation that surrounded the Earth thousands of
miles above our atmosphere. His discovery grew to a
project that involved over a thousand investigators
around the world.
What Van Allen had discovered was a dense
environmental belt of radiation that surrounded the
Earth which was caused by energetically charged
particles held in place by our planet's magnetic field,
and to his surprise, it was not one belt, but two.
(However, recent studies today have also revealed a
third belt further out, that is seems to be temporary,
dependent on the sun that appears from time-to-time
as an outermost ring which is dependent on the
intensity of solar flare activity.
Therefore, when the lunar missions were a go, NASA
had not just hoped for the best, they had actually
figured out a way to get past these intense regions
ionized radiation, and determined the risk was
minimal; thus making the journey to the moon and
back, entirely possible; and for the record, not a single
astronaut received anything close to a enough
radiation to make them seriously ill, much less kill
them, because their trip took them through the Van
Allen belts; not once but twice!

Journey to the UK epicenter of the
Crop Circle phenomena with awardwinning filmmaker Patty Greer. After
visiting dozens of UK Crop Circles
she had a “Contact” experience in a
2007 formation that altered the
course of her life forever! She
‘Listened’ (the secret of telepathic
communications) and 8 movies were
co-produced in record time with no
training or previous experience.
“Crop Circle Diaries” offers an
accumulation of Greer’s most
astounding experiences in more than
100 UK Crop Circles.
June 4th, 2016 from 7-9 PM
The World Premier of Our New “Crop Circle
Diaries” Movie will be at “Contact in The Desert
2016” in the Amphitheater!

June 30th to July 5th, 2016
at the James Gilliland’s
Eceti Summer Conference
Washington

Patty’s movies and interviews serve as a backstage pass to
unraveling these multidimensional communications that
were known as “Faerie Rings” long ago. Left like sticky
notes and love letters in farm fields around the world, Crop
Circles have been documented since the 1700s, yet very
few people have noticed! The Circlemakers have used great
clarity on many levels to reach us in a language we all
understand: Art and Math. The messages are delivered on a
conscious and subconscious basis, intended to evolve the
collective consciousness of humanity. Left in open fields for
all to see who are flying over, on the ground, within the
earth, and in the water.
How can we NOT be noticing???
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magnetic field surrounding our
planet, also prevents them from
dissipating into space ? the same
magnetic field that protects us from
deadly radiation of the Sun. Thus,
the two belts are very much like two
large cages circling the planet, at
varying altitudes.
Both belts varying slightly, with the
inner cage sitting between 965 and
6,000 kilometers above our planet,
composed mainly of highly
energetic protons. While the outer
cage however, between 15,000 and
20,000 kilometers above the planet
contains both protons and
electrons, with radiation
environments of both varying from
very dense in some places and
nearly barren in others.
Explorer 1 (1958 Alpha 1) was the first Earth satellite of the United States.

The success of Apollo missions was
largely due to the International
Geophysical Year (IGY) project in
which a satellite was launched
known as Explorer 1 (the first
American satellite to orbit the
Earth) on 31 January 1958, for
which Van Allen won a spot for his
experiments
What surprised Van Allen was the
cosmic ray equipment on board
Explorer 1 had registered nearly no
radiation in the region Van Allen
had believed to have a high
concentration of radiation.

Unconvinced of the accuracy of the
data, Van Allen offered the only
explanation possible for the low
radiation reading; it was a false
because trapped particles had
polluted the instrument from the
Earth's magnetic field and verified
by the Explorer 3 satellite in March
of 1958. It was then the discovery of
the Van Allen belts became one of
the outstanding scientific
discoveries of the entire IGY
project.
The high radiation of charged
particles trapped within the Earth's

Van Allen Belts and Apollo
NASA became immediately
apparent of the potential problems
after James Van Allen discovered
the existence of the Van Allen belts,
and that they posed a problem for
mankind traveling through them
exploring space. The obvious we
would have to limit space
exploration to altitudes safely
below the inner belt that begins at
about 965 kilometers. Then when
President Kennedy announced a
race to the moon 370,000
kilometers away, the challenge was
on to not only get there, but also get
us through both Van Allen belts.
In the summer of 1960, Robert O.
Piland and Stanley C. White of
NASA's Space Task Group
presented research on the problem.
Since it was not practical to shield
the astronauts with heavy shielding
to guard against the highly
radioactive environment of the
inner Van Allen belt (as it would
have hindered movement although
heavy on earth and weightless in
space), they had no alternative but
to design a lighter, less obtrusive
suit with moderate protection.
A half-year later in January of 1961,
NASA was on the path towards the

William Hayward Pickering, James Van Allen, and Wernher von Braun display a
full-scale model of Explorer 1 at a crowded news conference in Washington, DC
after confirmation the satellite was in orbit.

Moon with Apollo though still
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The best Apollo 11 trajectory to bypass the most intense and dangerous obstacles of the Van Allen belt
to avoid the highest radiation exposure to the astronauts.

months away from publicly formalizing their goal and
the issue of the Van Allen radiation belt was again on
the table once again. NASA's Group on Trajectory
Analysis listed the requirement as urgent and
requested "a standard trajectory model that could be
used to get through the Van Allen radiation belt safely
for the entire Apollo program schedule." As they
wanted to be prepared for anything and everything
that could be an issue before routing a crew through a
dangerous heavy radiation environment.
Most of the attempts to illustrate the translunar
trajectories of the Apollo moon flight, included
elements to hurl the Apollo craft toward the moon
with a sling-shot effect across the equator of the
Earth, much like the one used to launch the Space
Shuttle (under the inner ring of the Van Allen Belt).
In fact, little or no effort to deviate from the routine
equatorial trajectories of previous satellite launches
such as the Ranger 1 satellite launch in 1965, was even
considered for Apollo.
However, after determining the orbital elements of
Apollo 11's translunar trajectory, a calculation was
made that determined the use of a slingshot trajectory
from pole-to-pole, limiting the amount of time an
astronaut would be exposed to radiation if they could
avoid the inner rings of lethal radiation. The US
Occupation Safety and Health Agency (OSHA)
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stipulates that a lethal dose radiation to be 300 Rad
(observed radiation dose) in a single hour. It was
assessed that the polar trajectory would avoid the
most lethal part of the 'donut' shaped Van Allen Belt
that is in line with the Earth's equator, and was
adopted by the Apollo team.
By February of 1964, NASA was confident that Apollo
crews would be passing through the belts fast enough
and through the mildest regions of the Van Allen
belt. As the spacecraft's skin, instrumentation, and
wall lining of the craft was be sufficient protection for
not only the expensive craft but its delicate human
crew as well. Although in hindsight, it may have
seemed foolhardy for NASA to have accepted what
they called a 'minimal risk' in sending astronauts
through the Van Allen belts without any extra
shielding and spacesuit protection, it was an
acceptable minor risk in the overall scheme of things.
To allow accurate determination of radiation
exposure of the crewman, each carries a personal
radiation dosimeter (PRD) and three passive
dosimeters. The PRD's provided visual read-outs of
the accumulated radiation doses to each crewman
experienced, recorded during a particular phase of
the mission, as they progressed through the Van
Allen belts.

was too much time spent within the inner or outer
cage, NASA scientists stepped up and solved the
problem.
The trajectory chosen as calculated by NASA for
potential radiation dosages with the various
regions of the Van Allen belts exposed the
astronauts to a total radiation dosage for transit of
only 11.40 RAD!
The speed of the spacecraft was approximately
25,000 km/hour. Thus, if the spacecraft traveled
along the indicated path in the trajectory image,
the length of time in each regions and the
estimated dosage of radiation was estimated to be
around; BLUE - 27.6 minutes minutes for 00.17
RADs, YELLOW - 06.1 minutes, for 01.83 RADs,
ORANGE - 15.3 minutes for 09.18 RADs, GREEN 03.8 minutes for 00.23 RADs, and RED - 00.0
minutes for no exposure at all in the most lethal
section of the Van Allen Belts.

Geiger-Müller Detector & radiation
dosimeter sometimes called a radiometer.
By monitoring radiation exposure during all Apollo
missions, NASA was able to ascertain the dangers (if
any) of the radiation dose astronaut absorbed of
ionized radiation during their mission; as well as a
Geiger-Müller Detector aboard the mission
spacecraft.
The polar trajectory proved successful in avoiding
high doses of radiation by the crew of Apollo 11;
corroborated by all the dosimeters aboard the
spacecraft; NASA had made a good trajectory choice
for successfully traversing the Van Allen belt.
By the end of the Apollo 11 missions, the agency
determined that their crew had indeed avoided the
large doses of radiation many feared would ground
all future flights to the Moon. Over the course of the
lunar missions, radiation exposure for all 12
astronauts who had gone to the moon
and back was less than 12 RADs over
a 3-hour period (1 ½ hours through
and back). And according to the US
Occupation Safety and Health Agency
(OSHA) a lethal radiation dosage is
300 RADs in a single hour. In no
case, did any astronaut experience
any debilitating medical or biological
effects of their mission.
Once the Van Allen Belts were known
to exist, they were believed to be "bad
news" not only for satellites, but for
mankind; a potential threat with
potentially destructive and deadly
consequences. Yet when the
realization was to create a path
through the belts, to avoid the most
lethal threats, and assess how much

The total dosage for the trip was approximately
12.0 RADs per astronaut in a period no less than 53
minutes and no more than 60 minutes of their
journey.
Add to this the fact that the radiation exposure for
each astronaut was reduced during the time the
spacecraft was transmitting the Van Allen Belt
because of the radiation shielding inside the
spacecraft. Cutting their overall exposure by
approximately 13 RAD’s per hour making the over
all exposure basically harmless.
Thus to make the long story short, YES, we did get
through the Van Allen Belts safely; and YES we did
land on the moon... Well, at least Apollo 11 and 12
did. But that’s still another story in and of itself.

Apollo 17's Gene Cernan and Jack Schmitt happily non-irradiated.
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LIVING IN A PARALLEL UNIVERSE

Continued from Page 28
A universe where the very laws of nature are different
– for example, one in which there are no relativistic
limitations and the speed of light can be exceeded –
would in general count as a parallel universe but not
an alternative reality. The correct quantum
mechanical definition of parallel universes is
“universes that are separated from each other by a
single quantum event.”
Parallel universes are considered parallel because
there is no way of reaching them. All other
dimensions are not parallel, but more than likely most
of them are. An Einstein Rosen bridge, or Wormhole,
can take you to a different dimension. Note that the
journey through space-time continuum could
backwards age you, or wipe you from existence. More
than likely, if you managed to get to the alternate
dimension, then you would have no memory of how
you got there. The dangers of time-space travel are
still being investigated,
and possibilities are
growing.
Typically, parallel
universes fall into two
classifications. The
first may be more
accurately called a
“diverging universe”
whereby two versions
of Earth share a
common history up to
a point of divergence.
At this point, the
outcome of some even
happens differently on the two Earths and the
histories continue to become more different as time
elapses since that point. The second type is where
despite certain, often large, difference between the
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two Earths history and/or culture, they maintain
strong similarities. In such cases, it is common that
every person in one universe will have a counterpart
in the other universe with the same name, ancestry,
appearance, and frequently occupation but often a
very different personality.
We could all be living multiple parallel lives, because
as scientists explore the outer reaches of physics and
the cosmos, they’re beginning to believe that parallel
universes do exist and that they might determine the
fate of humanity. The word “Universe” is supposed to
mean everything that exists. Today, we’re almost
certain that our Universe is not all there is. There
really could be parallel Earths, parallel you’s, and
parallel me’s. It’s hard not to wonder what our alter
egos might be like, whether they are living out our
most cherished dreams. But don’t forget this
possibility you could already be living the dream of
another you from a
parallel universe.
Scientists now believe
there may really be a
parallel universe – in
fact, there may be an
infinite number of
parallel universes, and
we just happen to live
in one of them. These
other universes
contain space, time
and strange forms of
exotic matter. Some of
them may even
contain you, in a slightly different form.
Astonishingly, scientists believe that these parallel
universes exist less than one millimetre away from
us. In fact, our gravity is just a weak signal leaking
out of another universe into ours.

Continued from Page 17
In 1995, New Mexico Congressman Steven Schiff
requested an investigation into the Roswell Incident
through the General Accounting Office. The report he
received back after the GAO had interviewed several
people in other agencies in Washington, that all
stated that the documents related to Roswell were
somehow "missing" or "destroyed" without proper
authority; all of which should have been classified as
permanent records, and never even considered to be
disposed of.

The Phoenix lights, Stephenville Texas near President
Bush's ranch, the O'Hara airport incident and many
others have all been reported by credible individuals,
but no one follows through on these well documented
occurrences. Lame, unsatisfactory excuses are
sometimes given by those in authority to pacify the
public, and then the incident is filed away, never to be
mentioned again, such as was the case with the
Condon Report, Blue Book, the Roswell Reports and
several other reports made public over the years.

The GAO further stated they could not identify who
destroyed the messages, or why. Those messages
would have involved the 509th Bomb Group, (the
only atomic bomb group in the world in 1947), who
ended the war with Japan 2 years earlier. This, of
course, raises the question of accountability among
our leaders in Washington then and now.

Many of us believe the 4 excuses given for Roswell
during the past 60 some years do not satisfactorily
explain what happened on the ranch near Roswell.
For me that raises an important question, "Who in
our government is willing to admit that they have
been lying to us for all those years?"

Many times when I submit a Freedom of Information
Request Form for military records to the National
Personnel Records Center in St Louis, Missouri, I will
get a response in a form letter stating those records
may have been destroyed in a fire at the center July
12, 1973.
Since the Roswell Incident occurred in 1947, there
have been a few congressional hearings on the subject
of UFOs, with no substantial information coming
forward from those hearings to resolve the question.
Meetings have been held at the United Nations, again,
with no results. Astronauts, law enforcement officers,
airline pilots and such have brought up the subject of
UFOs existing, again, with no follow up by any
legislators or people in the know.

I don't see that happening, and would open the
question to many other things our Government and
certain military leaders have been covering up, and
still do today, if you watch the national news almost
on a daily basis. Cover up has become a way of life
and doing business by our leaders in Washington and
at some local levels, and it appears that "we the
people" are accepting that. At my age, the concern I
have for our younger generation is that although there
is information we probably don't need to know for our
nation's security, lying to us about many of these
cases is not what our elected officials are elected to do
or how they are to represent the people; us!
Dennis G. Balthaser
Website: www.truthseekeratroswell.com
Email: truthseeker@dfn.com

QUICK! Grab the worst camera we have!
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Continued from Page 06
In 2013 the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
acknowledged its exact location in Nevada, near
Groom Lake, in a series of documents released as part
of a Freedom of Information request.
The documents describe how the facility had been
used during the Second World War as an aerial
gunnery for the Army Air Corp pilots.
President Dwight Eisenhower later approved “this
strip of wasteland, known by its map designation as
Area 51, to the Atomic Energy Commissions Nevada
test site and training range. It then became central in
the development of the U-2 spy plane.

“We’re not going to send humans down to the surface
of Mars to build the habitats, the houses, we’re
probably going to use robots.
“Our technical abilities are not what we want it to be
now. We need better life support systems, we need a
toilet that’s not going to break on the way there, then
when we get to the Martian surface we need (a toilet)
that’s going to work over and over again. Toilets are a
big deal.”
•

Space X and the Mission to go to Mars

•

The Universe Has Probably Hostem Many Alien
Civilizations

•

Listen: 'Alien sounds' recorded 22 miles above
the earth

•

NASA Tests 'Flying Saucer' Shaped Aircraft

•

Seeking the Truth to Area 51

•

Three Alien Planets Around a Tiny, Cold Star
Just Might Support Life

Major Bolden also said that one of the main reasons
humans have not yet landed on Mars was down to the
lack of adequate toilet facilities.
NASA is hoping to send humans to Mars in the 2030s
but said there were technological hurdles that still
needed to be overcome.
“The goal is to have us there in the early 30s. They
70

won’t land, they’ll probably do an orbital mission like
the first time we went to the Moon. We’ve got to get
the Martian surface ready for human habitation.
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Major Bolden was also asked if he became frustrated
by conspiracy theorists who claimed the Moon
landing was faked.
“I understand people have doubts,” he said. “I have
no doubts we went to the moon and I have no doubts
that we're going to mars in your lifetime.”
(Mr Bolden was answering questions for the children’s
newspaper First News show Hotseat which is broadcast on
Sky News.)

Continued from Page 55
What do they believe in?
Anonymous isn’t your regular activist group,
compared to a flock of birds. “How do you know
they’re a group? Because they’re travelling in the same
direction. At any given moment, more birds could
join, leave, peel off in another direction entirely.”
According to the group there is a loose command
structure in place. However, as there is no official
leadership it makes it very hard to link actions to the
“group”. Journalist Quinn Norton writes;
“Its wild string of brilliant hacks and protests seemed
impossible in the absence of some kind of defined
organization.”
It’s even harder to work out what their motives are, or
what they want.
Anonymous has been associated with liberal or antiestablishment causes. For anti-establishment think:
against the established authority and opposing
conventional society.
Many Anonymous videos talk about giving the power
back to the people. Anonymous has assisted prodemocracy movements in the Middle East and have
taken on big corporations like PayPal.

However for many, taking part in raids would seem to
be purely for Lulz. Lulz – plural of Lol (laugh out
loud), now used to describe funny internet content
Anti hero?
Quinn Norton notes that you’re never sure if they are
the hero or anti-hero. Parmy Olson wrote a book on
Anonymous and mentions that they have done a lot of
bad things.
“Unnecessarily harassing people — I would class that
as a bad thing. DDOSing [attacking] the CIA website,
stealing customer data and posting it online just for
shits and giggles is not a good thing.”
If Anonymous wants power for the people how does
exposing their private details help? Seems like
someone went off message.
Having no clear ideology makes it difficult for Anons
to decide what they stand for, and what activity is offlimits.
Disagreements within the group are regular. Like
when a small group threatened to take down
Facebook, only to be disavowed by the majority of
Anonymous. Bit embarrassing.

ANONYMOUS Million-Mask March on London. 2015
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Warning: Some people carry!
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Are Anonymous Freedom Fighters or
Criminals?
Though they may hack websites for the banter, when
you take down the US Department of Justice’s page
you risk the wrath of the security services.
So far dozens from many countries (including the UK
and US) have been arrested for taking part in
Anonymous hacks. A 19-year-old called Dmitriy
Guzner was sent to jail for a year for hacking.
Hector Monsegur, one of the main leaders of the
group was identified by the FBI in 2011. Monsegur
then spied on Anonymous for the FBI, leading to
more arrests.
Anonymous’ attacks on child pornography websites
on the Dark Web have been praised by some.
However others say that taking vigilante action may
compromise existing police investigations.
Don’t think this is just about crashing websites
though. Anonymous actually caused the resignation
of Aaron Barr, CEO of company HBGary. Emails they
had hacked into revealed some dodgy corporate
behaviour.

Anonymous also organises the Million Mask March,
an annual event where Anons descend on London. In
recent years this has also expanded to other cities.
Violence has previously broken out at these marches
with protesters fighting against police officers.
It could be argued that being a freedom fighter
requires breaking the law in order to overcome the
current system. But is violence ever justified?
Anonymous has just as many enemies as supporters.
However Anonymous is here to stay, at least for now.
After all, how do you shut down a global operation
which has no known base?
Anonymous Unmasked; is the most elusive
activist group in the world!
Is this new activist group what’s needed to take on
corruption and bring power back to the people? Or is
just a network of bored troublemakers? What’s your
take on Anonymous?
Do say: “Anonymous is an interesting example of
how lack of structure in an organisation makes it
hard to shut down” But never say, “I bet they couldn’t
hack me”
Written by: Joel Davidge on 5th November 2015
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Continued from Page 07
Advanced Study. Kepler, for instance, believed that
the Platonic solids were the fundamental constituents
of the universe. Today we know better. In the 17th
century, scientists thought that cold was a substance
that could flow from one place to another, chilling
your doorstep or tip of your nose. Now we understand
that heat and cold are just another way of talking
about the statistical properties of a collection of
molecules. Of course, that doesn’t mean that it feels
any less real when you burn your tongue on your hot
cocoa.
So why are physicists picking on space? Relativity
delivered the first strike. “In relativity, space and time
are not rigid. They are dynamic,” says Seiberg.
Building all of physics on such a malleable
infrastructure is akin to constructing your house on a
foundation of Jello.
More alarmingly to theorists, our ability to measure
features in space is intrinsically limited. A ruler can’t
measure distances smaller than the width of its
painted markings; the resolution of a microscope is
constrained by the wavelength of the light in which it
makes images; even scanning tunneling microscopes
are limited by the physical size of their probe tips.
Can’t we just build a better microscope? “It’s not
because we don’t have the budget to build a powerful
enough machine,” explains Seiberg. If we somehow
tried to make an infinitely small measuring device,
that device would become so dense that it would warp
the fabric of space. The conclusion: “Space itself is
ambiguous,” says Seiberg. Strike two.
Space also took a hit from an unlikely foe: the
hologram. We think of holograms as the dazzling,

silvery images on postcards and credit cards: twodimensional objects that project three-dimensional
pictures. More generally, though, a hologram is
anything—even an equation—that encodes an extra
dimension’s worth of information. It turns out that
you can write equations that describe our universe
perfectly well using different combinations of spatial
dimensions, creating mathematical holograms that
are indistinguishable from reality. Like a book that
can be translated into many disparate languages
without losing a syllable of meaning, our universe
seems to tell a story that is independent of the words
in which we have always chosen to express it.
Finally, physicists have known for some time that
their descriptions of space start to break down when
they’re applied to the strange-but-true environments
inside black holes and close to the time of big bang. In
such cases, the familiar equations start popping out
infinities—nonsense answers that suggest that the
equations are missing some essential machinery.
“Something else should kick in,” says Seiberg.
But what is that something else? “I don’t think I have
an answer to that,” says Seiberg. Knox also leaves the
door open to as-yet-unknown possibilities: “Whatever
it is that’s fundamental, it’s not the stuff we have a
handle on right now.” Morever, Seiberg adds that
though theorists have assembled a strong case that
space is emergent, time presents a more difficult
problem. “In order to understand emergent time, we
need a complete revolution in the way we think about
physics.”
Letting go of space and time without ready
replacements may seem like a sure-fire way to plunge
into the abyss of abstraction. But it may be only by
loosening our grip that we can come to grasp what is
truly fundamental.
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Continued from Page 07

Are We Getting “Jerked Around”?
Actually it’s a very sophisticated mind control
technique, a deliberate mixture of traumatized
cognitive dissonance while injecting their deliberate
predictive programming for possible future events
that may suit their purpose. It’s all acclimating their
subjects to manipulated tension, fear and the ever
present threat and even assumed “knowledge” of
eventual apocalypse. Nasty psychopathic bastards, in
a nutshell. But it’s effective.

Actually, many producers and writers have openly
testified they’ve been “given” the ideas or script
outlines by apparent CIA and otherwise “operatives”.
This is especially the case when they show these huge
scenes of massive military operations or the
propaganda is particularly pointed; you then know
the “suppliers” of all this equipment and backdrop
have a heavy hand on the scale.

Why, you ask? For the above reasons, but when you
jump to eventual conclusions you can’t help but
wonder if there are deliberate forces out to decimate
our planet. Then when you extrapolate the
implications of such a possibility you again can’t help
but wander into wondering if this is some sort of
terraforming being carried out by some parasitic
other dimensional force, while extracting as much
energy out of us possible in the process?

It’s clearly a pervasive factor in the content of these
movies. The scale of social engineering on our planet
is extraordinary. Disasters happen, no doubt. But
when psychopaths have technology and covert
operations to literally cause them, then it becomes a
different ball game.

The simple greed explanation makes no sense in the
light of the suicidal rape and destruction of our planet
we’re witnessing. There is a bigger picture we need to
be aware of. Fortunately with that comes the
empowerment to use the right tools to combat such
an apparently inter-dimensional parasitic force.

Especially when you factor in their manipulation of
the “fear factor”. Religious pounding with messages
and prophecies regarding the “End Times” are
perhaps the biggest influence in people’s minds,
something to be very mindful of as it’s deeply
ingrained in the human psyche.
Apocalypse In The News
The social programmers love this subject. While they
try to keep their credibility with the more wary
audience with comments about “crackpots, kooks and
conspiracy nuts” who actually believe this stuff, these
Illuminist media controllers push the End of the
World scenario big time.
We’ve seen the alien invasion how many times? Even
the White House gets blasted on several occasions.
We’ve had the asteroid impact over and over. Plagues
killing us off are big, as are huge earthquake and
mega tsunami scenarios. Even a frozen future world
with ‘Day After Tomorrow’ type movies. And it gets
more bizarre all the time.
It’s imprinting, or entraining the human psyche. This
is also commonly known as simple programming. In
this case it’s predictive programming – to not just
accept but expect catastrophes.
Don’t you find it ironic they produce this stuff hand
over fist and then these same minions and their
complicit media and education stooges work hard to
belittle anyone who actually believes it or warns of
very real engineered or even possible “natural”
catastrophes?

But I digress…or did I?
The Looming “Kill Shot” Solar Flare and Grid
Failure Drills
I’m all on board with speaking up about potential
natural and man-made disasters. The USGS isn’t even
reporting earthquakes accurately any more and the
weather news is completely controlled by the black op
arm of the defense department and their complicit
corporations such as Raytheon. The EPA doesn’t test
for chemtrail chemicals and even shut down their
radiation sensors.
The whole system has been co-opted and we need to
fend for ourselves, and many independent reporting
sources are doing a great job of this.
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This solar cycle news has been open knowledge for
years now, warning us of some very real potential
serious problems. Oddly it’s been a disappointment
as far as intensity goes and moved into a minimum
stage, but this magnetic shut-down is worth learning
about. Another major factor to be familiar with is
planetary alignments and the lunar phases.
We’re still hearing about potential massive solar
flares hitting that could cripple whole continents. And
this is real. Even insider Michio Kaku has
“predictively” often been in the mainstream news
talking about it, only to have the story shuffled into
the subconscious once again. Other major factors
besides the sun are planetary alignments and the
lunar phases, an area of research well worth tracking.

We’ve seen massive grid failure drills, including
impromptu power outages like the great “Shake Out”
supposed earthquake preparedness drill in the US
heartland surrounding the New Madrid fault that has
now become an annual event.
As if they care, but again, it creates acceptance in the
public mind of not just an event but the state and
military control over every phase of society. It’s
conditioning. All based on fear and more
unquestioned dominance. And the programmed
human outcry? “Save us. We need more protection,
more technology, more security! Please give us more
control over these these uncontrollables! And by all
means feed us! (since we didn’t prepare ourselves…).”

A MASSIVE EXAMPLE OF PROGRAMMING
This movie keeps coming back to me and I understand why. With incoming comets, reports of hundreds
of fireballs, increased tectonic and volcanic activity, and our central star recently undergoing a magnetic
flip and shut-down influencing our deliberately destabilized planet in profound ways, it’s no wonder.
The movie “Knowing” is slow as far as movies go, and Nicolas Cage is pretty much the same guy you see
in all his movies. The plot is actually relatively simple, and is drawn out using interim catastrophes
leading up to the big revelation at the end as his child gets swept into the phenomenon of hearing the
“whisperers” who’ve given coded warning messages to a couple of generations of ‘experiencers’ of
what’s about to transpire.
Nick goes a bit berserk as he figures out the code and traces the predicted disasters, but his passionate
search culminates when he decodes the last line of the predictive numbers as “ee”…the “End of
Everything” an “Extinction Event.”
by Zen Gardner
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==============
End Notes

If Aliens ever land on Earth and Demand to see our leader...
Our best chance of survival would be to take them to Lady Gaga...
Instead of Donald Trump or Hillary Clinton!
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